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Scanning superconducting quantum interference device microscope
in a dilution refrigerator
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We report on a scanning superconducting quantum interference device microscope operating at
temperatures down to 20 mK in a dilution refrigerator. The instrument is designed for studying
quantum mechanical coherence effects in mesoscopic systems and investigating magnetic effects on
a mesoscopic length scale in novel materials. We have demonstrated the low-temperature operating
capabilities of the instrument by studying superconducting tin disks and the superconducting
transition of a thin-film tungsten sample and vortices in the same film. Looking forward, we discuss
the applicability of the instrument to measurements of persistent currents in normal-metal rings.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1406931#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic probes are of great interest for studying qu
tum coherence effects such as persistent currents in me
copic metallic structures.1 These mesoscopic effects are ge
erally seen at low temperatures, typically far below 1 K.
order to reach this measurement regime we have built a s
ning superconducting quantum interference device~SQUID!
microscope in a dilution refrigerator. In addition to studyin
mesoscopic structures, we anticipate using the system
study magnetic effects on mesoscopic length scales in n
materials.

SQUIDs are useful as magnetic probes of mesosco
systems since they have the highest flux sensitivity of
available magnetic sensor. A SQUID measures the magn
flux threading the SQUID loop, and thus provides a dir
and quantitative measurement of magnetic effects. Scan
SQUID microscopes have been reviewed by Kirtley a
Wickswo.2 One design for a microscope in a dilution refri
erator has been reported.3 We demonstrate a simple and fun
tional piezoelectric SQUID microscope, easily adaptable
use in most dilution refrigerators.

Our micro-SQUIDs can function both as magnetomet
~measuring the local magnetic field! and susceptometer
~measuring the local magnetic susceptibility!. Micro-SQUID
susceptometers4,5 have been used in a stationary configu
tion for studying samples fabricated or placed in one of

a!Electronic mail: kmoler@stanford.edu
4150034-6748/2001/72(11)/4153/6/$18.00
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pickup loops5–8 and have recently been adapted f
scanning.9

Performing susceptibility measurements using a sc
ning SQUID microscope has several major advantages o
fabricating or placing the sample directly in the pickup loo
of a stationary SQUID. First, scanning allows measurem
of the properties of several mesoscopic samples in a si
cooldown, significantly improving the statistics of the me
surement. Second, there is more flexibility in the preparat
of the sample, since the substrate used for the samples
not have to be the same as for the SQUID. Finally, it is e
to measure the SQUID background signal by simply back
the SQUID away from the sample; with the sample in t
SQUID pickup loop, background measurements must
done in a separate cooldown since the sample cannot b
movedin situ.

II. INSTRUMENTATION

A. The scan head

The scanner is designed to provide a large scan rang
low temperatures, while still being compact and providi
precise control over the positioning. These objectives
achieved by using an ‘‘S-bender’’ scanner, as reported
Siegelet al.10 The scanner is built from two pairs of piezo
electric bimorphs, each with segmented electrodes. One
of bimorphs connects the base of the scanner to the sec
ary scan stage, moving it in they direction. The second pai
connects the secondary and primary scan stages, provi
movement in thex direction. A separate bimorph is used fo
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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z axis movement. A photograph of the scanner is shown
Fig. 1, and a functional illustration is shown in Fig. 2.

The scanner body elements are machined from MACO
a machinable ceramic manufactured by Corning Inc., wh
approximately matches the thermal contraction of the pi
elements. The scanner is mounted with three spring-loa
screws on a baseplate of oxygen-free high-conductivity c
per, which is bolted directly onto the outside of the bottom
the mixing chamber of the dilution refrigerator to maximi
the thermal contact between the mixing chamber and
sample. The sample is mounted directly on the copper b
plate using silver paint as an adhesive. The three screws
for the scanner mounting allow adjustment of the height a
the angle of the SQUID with respect to the sample.

The design intrinsically compensates for thermal co
traction of the piezos since thex and y bimorph pairs are
nominally identical.10 Thus any thermal movement of th
scanner will be caused by the MACOR plates and the th
mounting screws. The total contraction is estimated to
about 25mm and is consistent enough between cooldow
that the touchdown point consistently ends up well within
piezo adjustment range of about 15mm at low temperatures
after suitable room temperature adjustment of the touchd
point. This eliminates the need for any low-temperatu
coarse approach method, vastly simplifying the design.

FIG. 1. ~a! Photo of the scanner mounted on the copper baseplate.
baseplate is mounted directly to the mixing chamber of the dilution ref
erator. Thez piezo, attached to the bottom of the S-bender, cannot be s
~b! The scanner seen from below, with the SQUID mounted on thez piezo.
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B. SQUID microsusceptometers

The magnetic sensors used in the scanning system
SQUID microsusceptometers designed for scanning as
scribed in Ref. 9. The SQUIDs have two counterwou
pickup loops surrounded by field coils, allowing us to loca
apply a magnetic field to the sample to perform susceptibi
measurements. One of the pickup loops is placed close to
tip of the SQUID so that it is close to the sample wh
scanning, while the other pickup loop is placed far back
the chip and thus far from the sample. If there is no magn
response from the sample, equal amounts of flux will p
through both counterwound pickup loops and thus there
be no net contribution from the applied field to the flu
through the SQUID. There is a center tap between the fi
coils that is used to correct for differences in mutual indu
tance between the two field coil and pickup loop pairs.

The SQUIDs are fabricated to our design by HYPRES
commercial superconducting electronics foundry. The fab
cation differs from the ordinary HYPRES process11 in choice
of material for the resistors shunting the Josephson junctio
The material used in the ordinary process is molybdenu
which is superconducting below 900 mK, so for use at low
temperatures PdAu resistors are substituted. Apart from
different shunt resistor material, the SQUID design is pr
tically identical to the one used in Ref. 9.

The SQUIDs were designed for making susceptibil
measurements of mesoscopic samples. However, they
also be used for magnetometry measurements; in this
the field coils can simply be ignored. Different sensors, o

he
-
n.

FIG. 2. Sketch of the scan head. One pair of bimorphs moves the secon
scan stage relative to the scanner base along they axis, and the second pai
moves the primary scan stage relative to the secondary scan stage alo
x axis. The shorter bimorph attached to the primary scan stage is used fo
z axis movement. On the right-hand side is a sketch of the ‘‘S’’ shape o
bimorph with segmented electrodes. The ‘‘S-bender’’ scanner design
originated by Siegelet al. ~Ref. 10!.
e or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 3. ~Color! ~a! Sketch of the W
TES sample.~b! and ~c! Magnetom-
etry images of vortices at nomina
temperatures of 30 and 120 mK, re
spectively. The images use the sam
color scale. The small magnitude o
the signal indicates that the penetra
tion depth is large compared to th
film thickness, and the difference be
tween the images shows that the pe
etration depth is much larger at 12
mK than at 20 mK.
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timized for other measurements, can also be used in the
strument without any major modifications; some examp
are dedicated SQUID magnetometers12 and Hall probes.13

C. Shielding and vibration isolation considerations

To reduce stray magnetic fields the refrigerator dewa
surrounded by a three-layer cylindricalm-metal shield with a
triple-layer bottom. The shielding is designed to reduce
lateral field by 81 dB. In order to avoid heating of the sam
by radio frequency interference~RFI/EMI! the entire system
is enclosed in a rf shielded enclosure. All the signal lin
enter the enclosure through a pass-through panel.

The dilution refrigerator is a Kelvinox 100 from Oxfor
Instruments, designed to minimize the background magn
field at the sample position by using nonmagnetic mater
in the insert and dewar. To minimize vibrational noise, t
dewar hangs from a wooden table top which can be floa
on optical table legs. Vibrations entering through pump
lines are reduced by using flexible, bellows-style tubing a
anchoring all the pumping lines rigidly at the wall of the
shielded enclosure and passing them through a conc
block. The pumps are in a separate, acoustically isola
room. We have characterized the vibrations at room temp
ture without floating the table top by using the piezo bim
phs as sensors, connecting an oscilloscope or spectrum
lyzer to the electrodes. The rms deviations measured in
way were approximately 0.75 nm in thex direction, 7.5 nm
in they direction, and 0.125 nm in thez direction. Turning on
the pumps increased the vibrational noise by less than a
tor of 2. These vibrations are not significant for measu
ments with micron-scale SQUIDs. The lowest resonance
the scanner are at 24 and 30 Hz inx, 26 and 30 Hz iny, and
22 Hz in z.

III. MEASUREMENTS

To test and demonstrate the low-temperature opera
capabilities of the instrument, we have studied magnetic
fects in tungsten thin films, both in SQUID magnetome
and susceptometry mode, and tin disks previously studie
higher temperatures9 in susceptometry mode.
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A. Vortices in a tungsten thin film

The tungsten thin film sample that we have studied
part of a transition edge sensor~TES!, a photon energy sen
sor used for astrophysics experiments.14 The resistiveTc of
the sample used in our measurements occurred between
and 148 mK.

The section of the sample within the scan range ha
large area of thin film W at the bottom of the scan area.
the top of the scan area is a set of Al rails, normally used
TES transport measurements. The rails are separated b
area of bare silicon, and the upper rail is actually two
lines. At the very top of the images there is a small section
a second W region. A sketch of the sample geometry
shown in the leftmost image in Fig. 3.

For these measurements we calculated the height of
pickup loop above the sample by fitting the SQUID respon
in an applied dc background field to a model for the respo
of the aluminum rails. The scans were done with the tungs
in the normal state, so the only significant signal came fr
the Al rails. The height of the SQUID above the sample
this case was calculated to be 2.5–3mm.

We have studied magnetic vortex behavior in the W th
film sample in the superconducting state using the instrum
in magnetometry mode. Figures 3~b! and 3~c! show typical
images of vortices at nominal temperatures of 30 and
mK. At all of the vortex sites the flux passing through th
pickup loop of the SQUID is a small fraction of a flux qua
tum F0 , indicating that the vortices are spread out over
area larger than the pickup loop. This is caused by a la
penetration depth, which can in principle be calculated fr
the peak height of the measured signal.15 Taking background
uncertainties into account, a rough estimate of the signal
plitude is 20 mF0 at 30 mK @Fig. 3~b!# and 7 mF0 at 120
mK @Fig. 3~c!#. Fitting these values to the magnetic flu
passing through the SQUID pickup loop in the limit of ne
ligibly short coherence length15 gives an effective penetra
tion depthL(L5lL

2/d, wherelL is the London penetration
depth andd is the thickness of the film, here approximate
40 nm! of 1.5 mm at 30 mK and 2.7mm at 120 mK.16

The vortices typically appear in a few particular spots
the images, indicating that there are preferred pinning si
However, the images can differ in terms of which pinnin
sites are populated even between images that are taken
e or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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mediately after each other. In some cases we see par
vortices, indicating that they moved during the scan. An
ample of this can be seen in the lower right corner of F
3~b!. The vortex motion indicates that pinning is actua
quite weak in the sample.

B. Superconducting transition in a tungsten thin film

We have performed low-field susceptibility measu
ments on the W thin film sample in a nominal temperat
range between 20 and 150 mK~Fig. 4!. The field was applied
using a 50mA rms current through the on-chip field coils
giving a magnetic field of approximately 30 mG rms at t
center of the pickup loop when no sample is present.

Up to 80 mK there is no detectable decrease in the m
nitude of the susceptibility of the thin films. As the temper
ture is increased above 100 mK the sample appears q
inhomogeneous. The magnetic response of the sample
creases gradually until the sample is entirely in the norm
state at 140 mK. The transition seen in resistive meas
ments on this sample at 146–148 mK is much sharper t
that seen in these susceptibility measurements. The di
ence in measuredTc and transition width may be caused b
the fact that the low-current transport measurements de
the first superconducting path across the sample, while
susceptibility measurements average the signal over an
comparable to the SQUID pickup loop, and thus measu
local average of theTc .

The thermal contact between the sample and the mix
chamber appears to be sufficient for the sample to rea
given temperature as soon as the mixing chamber temp
ture has stabilized, at least at temperatures above 100
where the temperature dependence of the susceptibilit
obvious. This is demonstrated by the similarity of the imag

FIG. 4. Susceptibility images of a W TES sensor at different temperatu
covering the same area as Fig. 3. The current through the field coils
rounding the pickup loops is 50mA rms at 200 Hz. The susceptibility doe
not change significantly at temperatures below 80 mK; above this temp
ture the diamagnetic response of the film decreases gradually unti
sample is completely in the normal state at 140 mK.
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taken while ramping the temperature up and down, no h
teresis is noticeable to within less than 10 mK.

C. Susceptibility of tin microdisks

We have demonstrated the functionality of the scanne
a dilution refrigerator environment by studying the magne
susceptibility of 3mm Sn disks with 30mm spacing at tem-
peratures down to 30 mK. This same sample had previou
been used for similar studies in another scanning SQU
susceptometer with a temperature range down to 1.5 K.9 The
results from the measurements performed in the dilution
frigerator setup were, as expected, very similar to the res
well below the superconducting transition in the other s
tem.

Because of the well-known geometry of the array of
disks we can calibrate the scan range using the array ima
The scanner movement is approximately 0.2mm/V at the
lowest temperatures giving a total scan range of about
mm. This scan range is limited by our high-voltage ampli
ers, which have a maximum output of6100 V.

By fitting the scan data to the calculated SQUID r
sponse we can calculate the height of the pickup loop ab
the sample and the dipole moment of the Sn disks.9 The
height was determined to be 1.9mm, and for the disk shown
in Fig. 5 the susceptibility obtained from the fit was25
3107mB /G. This susceptibility is consistent with the susce
tibilities measured on disks on the same sample in previ
experiments at around 2 K.

IV. FIGURES OF MERIT

A. Current performance

The scanner has a scan range of 80380mm2 at dilution
refrigerator temperatures. We have not observed any t
perature dependence of the scan range throughout the
tion refrigerator operating temperature range.

The base temperature of the dilution refrigerator witho
any energy-dissipating devices connected to the mix
chamber was measured to be less than 11 mK using nuc
orientation thermometry. Although rapid scanning would a
a significant heat load to the mixing chamber, the effect o
static voltage on the piezos should be small. Our pract

s,
r-

a-
he

FIG. 5. ~a! Susceptibility image of a Sn disk with a diameter of 3mm. The
current through the field coils is 100mA rms at 200 Hz. The white line
indicates the row used for the fit. The full-scale response in terms of
through the pickup loop relative to the current through the field coils
approximately 20F0 /A. ~b! Fit of the susceptibility of the disk using the
method described in Ref. 9. The two fit parameters are the dipole mome
the disk and the height of the pickup loop over the sample.
e or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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experience is that the base temperature for measureme
around 15 mK; this may be improved by better thermal m
agement of the wiring.

The SQUID and associated electronics have a w
noise background of less than 50mF0 /AHz up to the band-
width limit of the SQUID controller, approximately 400 Hz
This noise level is limited by the performance of the ele
tronics.

The height of the pickup loop above the sample is i
portant both for the spin sensitivity and for the spatial re
lution of the instrument. It is determined by the angle b
tween the SQUID and the sample, and by the distance f
the pickup loop to the tip of the SQUID. With our curre
SQUIDs the angle is limited to about 2.5° by the wirebon
to the SQUID, and we typically polish the SQUID so that t
center of the pickup loop is 30mm from the tip. The pickup
loop is also covered by a 0.5mm layer of SiO2. Altogether
this currently limits the proximity of the pickup loop to th
sample to slightly less than 2mm.

We can define the spin sensitivity as the sensitivity t
dipole centered in the pickup loop with the direction of t
dipole moment perpendicular to the plane of the SQU
With a SQUID flux sensitivity of 50mF0 /AHz and the cur-
rent pickup loops, the spin sensitivity is 105 mB /AHz.

B. Possibilities for improvements

The scan range could be improved by using higher v
ages to drive the piezos to attain a scan range which is a
twice as large. For an even larger range, longer piezos ca
used, which would increase the vibrational noise and low
the resonant frequencies of the scanner. However, the cu
vibration level appears to be far below what would be s
nificant for micron-scale SQUIDs so a small increase in
vibration level may not cause any loss of sensitivity.

The flux sensitivity could be improved with new ele
tronics to reach the intrinsic noise level of the SQUID a
with improved SQUID designs. First, SQUIDs have be
reported with an intrinsic flux noise level well belo
1 mF0 /AHz.17 Second, using smaller pickup loops and fie
coils would improve both the spatial resolution and the s
sensitivity. It would also allow us to polish or etch the poi
of the SQUID closer to the pickup loop, reducing the min
mum height of the pickup loop above the sample. Furt
reductions of the height can be accomplished by not hav
the pickup loops covered by an SiO2 layer and by reposition-
ing the wirebond pads on the SQUID, reducing the minim
angle between the SQUID and the sample. A height of
mm above the sample should be attainable.

The spin sensitivity can be improved both by improv
flux sensitivity and by improved coupling between the dipo
and the SQUID. Improving the flux sensitivity t
1 mF0 /AHz with the current SQUID geometry would brin
the spin sensitivity to 2000mB /AHz. The sensitivity can also
be increased by placing the dipole in the corner of the pic
loop instead of at the center. As noted above, smaller pic
loops would improve this further; in order to maximize th
spin sensitivity the pickup loop should be as small as p
sible.
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V. POTENTIAL FOR MEASURING PERSISTENT
CURRENTS IN NORMAL-METAL RINGS

One of the main motivations for building this instrume
is to measure persistent currents in normal-metal rings
predicted by Bu¨ttiker, Imry, and Landauer.18 They predicted
the currents to be periodic in the flux threading the ring w
a period ofh/e. The first measurement of these currents
individual metal rings was performed by Chandrasek
et al.1 They found currents of 30 nA in a gold ring with
diameter of 2.4mm and 6 nA in a rectangular loop of simila
size. These currents are much larger than predicted theo
cally. However, a more recent measurement by Jariw
et al. on an array of 30 gold rings with a diameter of 2.5
mm indicated that the currents may be significantly smal
around 0.35 nA.19 In contrast with the early measuremen
on metal rings, measurements of persistent currents in r
fabricated in a GaAs/AlGaAs two-dimensional electron g
which have been performed by Maillyet al., are in agree-
ment with the theoretical predictions for those samples.20

The general arguments for using a scanning microsc
for susceptibility measurements given in Sec. I are valid
measurements of persistent currents as well. Getting stati
on the behavior of several nominally identical rings is ess
tial for understanding how the properties of individual rin
relate to the ensemble properties of an array of rings. Be
able to fabricate rings on different types of substrates
with different methods allows for a much broader range
comparisons. The measurements by Chandrasekharet al.1

clearly demonstrate that it is necessary to make relia
background measurements since they found that their
data contained a large, aperiodic background signal, whic
some cases varied between cooldowns.

For measuring persistent currents in normal-metal rin
the significant figure of merit is the sensitivity to a current
a micron-scale ring. In particular, assuming a ring with
diameter of 2mm and the pickup loop 2mm above the
sample~modeled as a square with a side of 8mm!, the mu-
tual inductance is about 0.5pH. This corresponds to a
through the pickup loop of 2.531027 F0 /nA. Thus with the
current SQUID geometry and assuming a flux sensitivity
1 mF0 /AHz we can reach a ring current sensitivity of
nA/Hz.

The ring current sensitivity can be improved further
improving the pickup loop design, just as the spin sensitiv
however, for this measurement the pickup loop should p
erably be matched to the sample, not necessarily as sma
possible. Again using 2mm rings as an example, at a heig
of 0.5 mm the coupling is maximized with a circular picku
loop around 3mm in diameter, giving a mutual inductance o
1.2pH. The mutual inductance is changed by less than 1%
long as the ring is less than 100 nm off-center with respec
the pickup loop, making the measurement relatively insen
tive to positioning errors and vibrations. Assuming a SQU
flux sensitivity of 1mF0 /AHz, the ring current sensitivity
would then be 1.7 nA/Hz. This would allow us to measu
currents on the order of those reported by Chandrase
et al. with an averaging time of no more than a few secon
for each level of the applied background field. With long
e or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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but still feasible, measurement times, a total ring current s
sitivity of 0.1 nA is possible.

The instrument is, in its current state, suitable for vario
studies of magnetic materials on a mesoscopic length sc
We have identified improvements in the system that wo
improve sensitivity and make measurements of persis
currents in normal-metal rings possible at the expected
rent levels.
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